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According to a theorem of Dickson and Dieudonne (see [l]), a symplectic 
group over a field # F2 or F3 , has no normal subgroups other than its center 
(&I}. Several attempts to generalize this theorem over local rings have been 
quite successful. First, Klingenberg [3] showed that every normal subgroup 
of a symplectic group over a local ring is a congruence subgroup (with 
suitable residue class field). H e assumed that the underlying alternating 
form has unit discriminant. Riehm [5] generalized these latter results by 
dropping the requirement that the discriminant be a unit. He introduced 
the concept of tableau which is a matrix of ideals. By using the tableau, he 
was able to prove that every normal subgroup of the symplectic group is a 
congruence subgroup in the sense of tableau. 
The above integral results were obtained under the assumption that the 
residue class field has characteristic f2 (i.e., 2 is a unit). The purpose of this 
paper is to generalize the above results to the case when the residue class 
field has characteristic 2 but not F, (include the case 2 = 0). The only 
assumption we will make is that the rank of each modular Jordan component 
of the alternating form 26. This last assumption is largely technical and is 
made for the purpose of simplifying some calculations. We show that the 
symplectic group over the integers of a dyadic field does not have the 
congruence subgroup property. But we are able to characterize all the normal 
subgroup of S,(L) by using the tableaus (See Theorem 8.4). In addition 
to the main result, we also obtain some theorems concerning the generators 
of the congruence subgroups which are listed as 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 8.3. The 
explicit statement of these theorems are omitted here. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
From now on 0 will denote a discrete valuation ring with residue class 
field k + F, and has characteristic 2, U will denote the units of 8, B the 
maximal ideal of and F the quotient field of 0. n will denote a fixed prime 
element of 0 and therefore B = ~0. If S is a nonempty subset of F, the 
fractional ideal generated by S is denoted by [S], if S = {a}, 01 E F, we simply 
write [a] instead of [{a}]. If [a] = TPW then we call m the order of 01 and write 
m = ord(or). 
A lattice L is a free o-module of finite rank, endowed with a nondegenerate 
alternating bilinear form. Thus there is a bilinear mapping of L x L into 0, 
denoted by (x, y) + xy, such that x 2 = 0 for all x in L (whence xy = -yx), 
and such that XL = 0 only for x = 0. The rank of L is denoted by dimL. 
The symplectic group S,(L) is the group of those automorphisms u of L 
such that (ax)(uy) = xy for all x and y in L. 
A canonical basis for a lattice L is a basis {x, ,..., xZn} with the following 
properties: 
(i) if i < j, then xixj = 0 unless i = 2m - 1, j = 2m for some m, 
l<rn<n. 
(ii) if 01~ = xzi--lxzi for i = l,..., n, then 
[CtJ I [a21 2 *+. 2 [an]. 
It is easy to show that a lattice L has a canonical basis (see [5, Theorem 1.11). 
A vector x in L is called maximal if x = ay with y in L implies 01 is a unit. 
It is easy to see that any vector of L is a multiple of some maximal vector 
of L. L is called modular if XL = L . L for each maximal vector x in L. 
If S is a nonempty subset of L, then (S) is the submodule of L spanned by 
S and So is the submodule consisting of those vectors x orthogonal to S. A 
sublattice M of L is said to split L if L = M J- MO. It is easy to prove the 
following modular component theorem: 
(1.1). A modular sublattice M of L splits L if and only if ML = MM 
(see [5, 1.21). 
Now if {xi ,..., xsla} is a canonical basis for L, each sublattice BxzmP1 + Ox,, 
is modular. Thus we see that L has at least one splitting 
where eachL, is modular, and ifL,Li = si for i = I,..., t, then s, 3 s2 1 a.. r) st 
(proper containment). Such a splitting is called a canonical splitting. 
Throughout this paper we use C to denote strict inclusion. 
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Let a be a nonzero ideal and M a submodule of the lattice L. We define 
Clearly Ma is a submodule of M and MFMa C Gl?. If M = J J- K, then 
M@ = Jm 1 Ka. If MM C CZ, then Ma = M. If M is modular with 
OZC & = MM then Ma = OWM. 
If (1.2) is a canonical splitting of L and si = L,L, as before then 
La = 1 ((oxF;l) n O)Li . 
k&t 
(1.3) 
La is a sublattice of L. Also 
LaL@=floa=s. z for some i. (1.4) 
The lattices LQ,. . . , LSt satisfy 
and 
L”‘-JL”Z 3 . . . 3LSt (1.5) 
It can be shown that the quantities t, s, ,..., st and dimL, ,..., dim L, 
derived from a canonical splitting (1.2) of L are invariants of L, i.e., they are 
independent of the choices of the canonical splitting (see [5, 1.31). Later, 
one can show that these quantities determine the lattice completely, i.e., 
two lattices are isometric if and only if they have the same quantities above. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we shall be working with a lattice L. 
Whenever the symbols t, si , and di = dimL, appear, they will be the 
invariants of L given in the foregoing theorem unless stated otherwise 
explicitly. 
2. INVARIANT LATTICES 
An O-submodule M of L is called an invariant lattice if oM = M for all o 
in S,(L). We shall determine all such invariant lattices. 
A pure vector x of L is one which is in some canonical basis for L; x is 
pure of type i or simply i-pure if XL = si . 
LEMMA 2.1. Let y and z be two i-pure vectors in L. Then there exists a (T in 
S,(L) with oy = z. 
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Proof. Case 1. Suppose that [y.z] = si , then the mapping a defined as 
ax = x + ((x - y)x)(qJy (z - Y), for all x in L, 
maps y to z and is clearly in S,(L). 
Case 2. Suppose that [yz] C si , then there exists an i-pure vector w 
in L with [yw] = [sw] = si . We are in case 1. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition follows from 2.1 and the simple fact that for 
each vector x in Lsi, x is either i-pure or there exists an i-pure vector y in L 
with x + y is i-pure. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If an invariant lattice contains an i-pure vector then it 
contains LQ. 
The following theorem is virtually identical to [5, 2.21 modulo proposition 
2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. If M is an invariant lattice then there exists ideals g, , 
g, ,..., g, such that 
M = glL”” + ... + gtLSt, (2.1) 
g1Cg,C...Cgt, (2.2) 
s,g,cs,g,1 "'Sstgt. (2.3) 
These ideals are uniquely determined and are given by 
g, = s,‘(ME”). (2.4) 
IfL =L, 1 ..’ IL, is an arbitrary canonical splitting, then 
M = g&l -L **- I&. 
Since the ideals g, ,..., g, characterize M completely, we shall often write 
M = (gl ,...> gt). 
If S is a subset of L, we denote by l(S) the smallest invariant lattice 
containing S, it is given by 
l(S) = \x oliui(xJ: aiE0,qES9(L)andxiES. 
I 
We note that 1(1(S)) = l(S). 
481/34/r-= 
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The following lemma is similar to [5, 2.31: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a nonempty subset of L and let gj = +(SL”i) for 
j = l,..., t. Then Z(S) = (g, ,.. ., g,). 
3. ORDERS 
Let a be a unit in 0. Define a map a= on L by a&v) = owe for all x in L. 
We simply write a instead of cu, if there is no ambiguity. For any u in S,(L), 
we define 
Oi(U) = n l((u - a)LQ), i = l,..., t. (3.1) 
aeu 
Clearly o<(u) is an invariant lattice and oi(a) Z L*i. We now define the order 
of u, o(u), to be the ordered t-tuple (oi(u),..., 0$(u)} of invariant lattices. We 
often write o(u) = {oi(u)}. Wh en convenient we also write o(u) = {Oij(U)}, 
where the ideals oij(u) for i, j = l,..., tare defined by oi(u) = (oil(u),..., oft(u)). 
Let G be a nonempty subset of S,(L). Define ozr(G) = CosG o&G) and 
o*(G) = (o,(G),..., o,(G)). We define the order of G, o(G), to be {oi(G)} or 
h(G)). 
In this section, we shall develop the properties of o(u). Then we define 
the tableau and determine the relation between tableaus and orders of 
elements in S,(L). 
Let a be a unit and let a in S,(L). We use i&(u, a) to denote the invariant 
lattice Z((u - a) L8i and let Mi(u, a) = {gi9(u, a)}. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let a, j3 be two units in 0 and let u in S,(L). Then one of 
A&(u, a), A&(u, /3) contains (a - /?) Lsi. 
Proof. It follows from the equation 
(a - @) = (u - /3) - (a - a) (3.2) 
that W(u, a) + Mi(u, P) contains (u - /3) L*i. The last statement of 2.3 
implies (a - /3) L, is in one of Mi( u, a), &&(a, p), thus the result follows 
from 2.2. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let a, /I be two units and let u be in S,(L). Then iV&(u, a) 
contains Mi(u, j3) if and only if gii(u, a) contains g,$(u, /3). 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. 
Sufficiency:,It follows from 2.4 and (3.2) that gir(u, a) 1 (a - /?)(s~s-~ n 0) 
if and only if gig(u, /3) r) ((Y - /3)(sjs-l n 0) for g = l,..., t. Furthermore, 
if one of the above statements is true then g&u, a) = glj(u, /3). Now since 
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gii(a, o) contains gii(a, /3), Mi(u, a) contains (a - p) LQ by 3.1. Hence 
&&(a, a) contains k&(0,/3). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let u in S,(L). Then there exists units q , j = l,..., t, 
such that 
(i) Z((a - ai) L”j) = ~~(a) with [ai” - l] Co,(u). 
(ii) the unit & sutti$es (i) if and only ;f [ai - &] C oii(u). 
Proof. (i) follows from 3.2 and the equation [oli - a;‘] = [ajz - l][ai’] = 
[ajs - I] (ii) follows from (3.2) and straightforward computation. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.4. If oii(u) = 0 then gii(u, IX) = 0 for all OL E U. If oiJ(u) = ~0 
then oii(u) = gij(u, S) for S = &I. If oij(u) C 7~0 and oii(u) = g&a, a) then 
[a - S] C +oii(u) for some 6 = f 1. 
Let o in S,(L) with oi(u) = Z((u - q)L8i), i = l,..., t. We define d(u) 
to be the ordered t-tuple (~1~ ,..., at). It is uniquely defined modulo (err(u), 
OJU) ,..., O,,(U)), i.e., if d(u) = (0~~ ,..., at) = (err’,..., at’), then (Y~ - 0~~’ E oli(u) 
for i = l,..., t. We often write d(u) = (ai). We use the convention that if 
oii(u) = 0 then we let 01~ = 1. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let u E S,(L) with d(u) = (CQ). Then 
SiOij(U) = (Z((u - ori)L”‘)L”j. 
Proof. Apply 2.4 and 3.3. 
(3.3) 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let u E S,(L). Then 
SiOji(U) = SjO,j(U), i,j=l t. 9*-e, (3.4) 
Proof. Let d(u) = (CQ). For X, y EL, it is easy to see that ((u - &)y = 
((0 - “i1)Y)(a5w)* H ence (Z((u - “7’) Ls*) L”f = (Z((u - aj) L8j)(Lsi). By 
3.3, definition of d(u) and 3.5, sioli(u) = (I((0 - IX:‘) LQ) L”f 1 +o~~(u). 
By exchanging i and j, one can show that sioii(u) > s&u). Hence S~O&U) = 
S5%5W* Q.E.D. 
We define a set of ideals {g&, i, j = l,..., t to be a tableau if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
gij c s&l n 0, (t-1) 
g15 - g25 -3 3 ... 1 g,i and gil Cg, C “. Cgit 9 (t-2) 
s;lglj c s,‘g,5 c ... 2 qlgtj 
and 
slgfl1 S&i2 2 ’ ’ * 2 stgit , (t-3) 
sigji = sjgij , (t-4) 
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for i,j = I,..., t. If we put M, = (gil ,..., g,J for i = l,..., t, then it is easy 
to see that Mr ,..., M, are invariant lattices satisfy (2.2) and (2.3). Conversely, 
by what we have proven above, O(U) = {oij(a)} is a tableau for (r E S,(L). 
Thus we have a one-one correspondence between the set of all tableaus and 
the set of all invariant lattices of L. The set of all tableaus are partially ordered 
by defining g _C h if gij C hij for all i,j = l,..., t. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let U, p E S,(L) with d(o) = {ai} and d(p) = {&}. Then 
Z((up - (olipi))L‘**) c I((0 - cl,)L”“) + E((p - &)LQ) (3.5) 
and 
4T) c %(U) + %(P) for i = I,..., t. 
Proof. The last part follows from the first and the definitions, while 
the first follows from the identity up - (c&) = (u - + + C& - pi). 
Q.E.D. 
4. CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
Let g = {gij} be a tableau. The set of all u in S,(L) with o(u) Cg is 
called the general congruence subgroup corresponding to g. It is denoted 
by GS,(L;g), or G,!?,(g), or simply GS, when the lattice and tableau are 
clearly determined by the context. It can be shown by using the results in 
Section 3 that GS, is a normal subgroup of S,(L). 
The special congruence subgroup of S,(L) corresponding to g is defined 
as the set of all u in GS, with d(u) = (ai) satisfies [oli - l] C (&gii n 0) 
for all i = 1 ,..., t. It is denoted by SS,(g) or SS, . One can show it is a 
normal subgroup of S,(L) contained in GS, . 
Define a third congruence subgroup of S,(L) corresponding to g as the set 
of all u E GS, with d(u) = (ai), where (Y~ can be chosen to be 1 for i = l,..., t. 
It is a normal subgroup of S,(L) and is denoted by ES,(g) or ES, . 
Define the mixed commutator subgroup Q(g) = [S,(L), GS,(g)] = 
subgroup generated by [u, p] = U-lp-lap for a E S,(L) and p E GS, . 
5. TRANSVECTIONS AND SEMIDIAGONAL MAPS 
Let y and z be two orthogonal vectors in L and let h in F (the quotient 
field of 0). We define a double transvection Tv,n,A as following: for x EL, 
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If TwAL) CL, then Tzr.~,h E S,(L). From now on, a double transvection 
means a double transvection which carries L into L. Clearly Ty,Xsh = IL if 
and only if one of y, z is a zero vector or h is zero. A double transvection 
T Y,B,h is called (y, s)-pure if y is Y-pure, z is s-pure and {y, Z} can be extended 
to be a canonical basis. The following identities are easy to verify: 
T WZh - T, w..h 9
T.w.z.~u = T,w.zs, = Twm 3 
(5.1) 
T w.z.h+u = T T w,z,A Y.Z.LI 3
T” - Tw.z,n~ W.2.A (n E 4, 
~Tw.z,@ = Tow,oz,n for a E S,(L), 




if y, x, y’, z’ are mutually orthogonal. 
Tw.s.Jw,z,~ = Tw+w.z.~ if yw = 0. (5.5) 
The single transvection T~,~ defined as T&X) = x + X(yx)y is in S,(FL). 
It is called y-pure single transvection if y is y-pure and Q-~,~ E S,(L). A pure 
transvection (or simply transvection) will mean either a pure double trans- 
vection or a pure single transvection. Single transvections satisfy the following 
identities: 
~w,Pu = %Y,rr 9 
7 Y.A-!-u = Tw.ATu’v.e 3 
(TU.A)n = ~W,TlA (n E z>, 
u~y,$J-l = 7 for u E S,(L), 
~w,A~w’.A’ = ~Y’,A’~U,A if yy’ = 0, 






The transvections have the following relations: 
T w.9.A = Tw.2h 3 (5.11) 
Tw,z,nTw,z,~ = ~z~~wTy+w.a.~ 3 (5.12) 
T Y.Z.1 = ~w,-A~z,-A~,+z,A * (5.13) 
481/34/1-x3 
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Let a = {x1 ,..., ~a~} be a canonical basis of L and let (q) = (q ,..., q) 
be a t-tuple of units. We define the semidiagonal map corresponding to C# 
and (4 P.&W>, as following: if [zcs,,+i * x.J = sUtm) , then 
and 
for m = 1 ,..., n. We often supress 9 and write Pc,~) instead of Pa{(q)} if 
the canonical basis is clearly determined by the context. Let g = (gij) be a 
tableau. Then P(,,i) E GS,(g) if [ai - I] -Cgii for i = l,..., t. PG,) E SS,(g) 
if [ai - l] Cgii and [CX~ - l] _C ~0, and Pc,~) E ES,(g) if [CY~ - 1 C gii for 
i = l,..., t. It is also easy to see that d(Pf,<)) = (ai). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 1 < p # v < t and let T = Ty,z,A be a (p, v)-pure 
tranwection. Assume that y # z when p = V. Then T E ES,(o(T)) and 
o,.,(T) = XS,, . Let g = {gij} be a tableau. Then T E ES,(g) a7 and only ;f 
%l c guv * 
PYOO~. T E ES,(o( T)) follows from the definition. It is easy to see that 
(T - l)LS” = h(yLS”)x + h(xLS’)y 
for i = l,..., t. Hence o@“(T) = hs, . 
The necessity of the second statement follows from o,,(T) = As, . Suppose 
that As@ C g,, , we try to show that oi(T) Cg, for i = l,..., t. Since As,, Cg,, 
if and only if As, Cg,,, . We may assume that p < v. If TV < i < v, then 
oC( T) C SiS~lguyLsy + g,,Lsu C SiSL1gu + g, C gi . 
Similarly one can show oi(T) _Cg, for i < /.L or i > v. Q.E.D. 
By using the definition and similar argument as above, we get the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let T = rysl be a +ransvection. Then T E ES,(o(T)) and 
o,,(T) = hs, . Let g = {gij} be a tableau. Then T E ES,(g) if and onZy if 
hi c AL * 
6. GENERATIONS OF ES, BY TRANSVECTIONS 
In this section, we show that ES, is generated by all the pure transvections 
contained in ES, and SS,(GS,) is g enerated by all pure transvections and 
semidiagonal maps contained in SS,(GS, , respectively). We start this 
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section with a stronger Witt theorem on two vectors of the same type which 
plays a key role in the whole section. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let y and z be two i-pure vectors in L and let g = {gii> be a 
tableau. Suppose that y - z is in the invariant lattice Mf = (gi, ,...,git). 
Then there exists a product of pure transvections, each in ES,(g), which carries 
y to z. Moreover the types of the pure double transvections involved are pure 
of type (i, j), 1 < j < t. The type of the pure single transvections involved are 
pure of type i. 
Proof. If gii = 0 then it is done by 2.1. We may assume that gii C 0. 
Choose a canonical splitting L = L, J- ... 1 L, withy E Li . Write z - y = 
&, cljxj with CX~ E gii and xi is a maximal vector in Li for j = l,..., t. Choose 
x in Li with [my] = si and let Xi = olj(xy)-l. We divide the proof into two 
steps: 
Step 1. Suppose j # i. We choose an (i, j)-transvection Tj = Tz,2,,hj . 
Tj carries y toy + oljxj and is identity on (Li 1 LJ’. Let w = (I$zi T$)( y) = 
z - ajxi . 
Step 2. We choose Ti = ~zL,Ui(z,W)-l if [X~OJ] = si and 
Ti = 7 r.-n*(5Z)-lT3e+Oi,01i((o+ei)w)-’ 
if [xiw] C si . Ti carries w to x and is identity when restricted on Ljo. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.2. In addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 6.1, suppose that x is 
pure of type i with xy = xz and [xy] = st . Then the isometry described in 6.1 
can be chosen to have the additional property that it leaves x fixed. 
Proof. If j # i or j = i and gii C 0 or gii = 0 and [yz] = si , then the 
product chosen in Lemma 6.1 leaves x fixed once the x in Lemma 6.1 has 
been replaced by the x here. 
The only case left is gii = 0 and [yx] C si . Then we choose 
T6 = Tz.-a! (z(r+W))-‘~z,(m)-~ i * 
in step 2 of Lemma 6.1. Then Ti I$+i Tj is the required map. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let g = {gil} be a tableau. Then ES,(g) is generated by 
the pure transvections contained in it. 
Proof. Let u E ES, and suppose that L = (Ox + Oy) J- M with [xy] = s, . 
By the definition of ES,, ux - x and ay - y are in M, = (gll ,...,glt). By 
Lemma 6.1, there is a product p1 of pure transvections, each in ES, , which 
carries x to ux and y to some l-pure vector z. Therefore x - y E M1 and 
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x - uy = (z - y) - (uy - y) is also in Mi . Since (prx)(p,y) = xy = 
(ux)(uy) and plx = u’x, thus (ux)(z) = (ux)(uy). We can find another such 
product pa by 6.2, which carries z to uy and leaves ux fixed. Then p = pzpl 
carries x to ux and y to uy. Thus p-la E ES, and is identity on x + y. Now 
the theorem follows from the induction on dimL. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.4. S,(L) is generated by all pure single transvections. 
Proof. It follows from 6.3 and (5.13). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.5. SS,(g)(GS,(g)) ’ g as enerated by all pure transvections 
and semidiagonal maps contained in SS,(GS, , respectively). 
Proof. It follows from the definitions of SS,(GS,) and semidiagonal 
maps, 3.3 and 6.3. 
7. NORM GROUPS AND THE GROUP OF DOUBLE TRANSVECTIONS 
Let g = (gi) = {gij} be a fixed tableau, where gi = (gi, ,...,git) is an 
invariant lattice for i = l,..., t. We define the fourth congruence subgroup, 
T(g), corresponding to g to be the subgroup of S,(L) generated by all double 
transvections with order <g. It is easy to see T(g) C E(g) and T(g) is a normal 
subgroup of S,(L) by (5.3). 
Here we introduce the norm groups of a nonempty subset G of S,(L) which 
will be used in describing the normal subgroups of S,(L). Let O2 = 
{a2 1 (Y E O} and let 9 be the additive subgroup of 0 generated by 02. 
It can be shown that 20 _C 9 and that the semigroup generated by O2 and 
20 is 9. For each i between 1 and t we define the i-norm group of G, n,(G), 
to be the additive group of F generated by the ideals 
oii(u)2 sp, [(ux *y)2(x * y>-” - l] ST1 
and the sets (UX * y)(ux . x)(x . y)-3 for all a E G and all pairs of i-pure vectors 
{x, y} which splits L. It is easy to see that oii(G) 1 sin,(G) 1 Oaks. n,(G) 
can be found explicitly as follows: Let mi(G) be the largest fractional ideal 
contained in ni(G). Define the i-weight w<(G) of G by the equation: 
w@) = 44GN + 2(MG)l). 
By the perfectness of the residue class field, local square theroem and the 
principle of domination, one can show that q(G) = a02 + b&J, where 
a, b E ni(G) with ord(a) = ord(n;(G) and ord(b) = ord(w,(G)). (See [5,93A]). 
Now we define the norm group of G, N(G), to be the subgroup of S,(L) 
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generated by all i-transvections rz,r with Y E n,(G) for i = l,..., t. If G = {u} 
is a singleton we write iV(a)(q(a)) instead of N({o})(n,({a}), respectively). 
In this section we will show that S,(L) doesn’t have the congruence 
subgroup property. However we will show that every normal subgroup G 
with o(G) = g contains T(g) and N(G). 
We also need more notations. Let H be a nonempty subset of S,(L). We use 
G(H) to denote the smallest normal subgroup of S,(L) which contains H. 
We use G(U) instead of G({u}) for u E S,(L). 
Let {x, y} be a pair of i-pure vector which splits L and let LY E U. We define 
ftr,y~(~) to be the mapping carries x to OLX, y to a-ly andft,,,j(or) 1 (x, y)O = 
identity. 
From now on, the condition dim Li > 6, i = l,..., t, is in force. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let T1 = T,,,,, and T, = Tz,u,~ be two (i, j)-pure trans- 
vections with 1 < i, j < t. Then T, E G(T,) if o(T,) C o(T,). 
Proof. By 5.1, it suffices to show that if [v] C [CL] then T, E G( TJ. Choose 
a canonical splitting L = L, J- ... 1 Lt with x E Li and y E Lj . We divide 
the proof into 3 cases: 
Case 1. If x = z,y = w and b] = [v]. Choose u in S,(L) with ax = z 
and uy = (v/~)w, whence T, = uT1uW1 in G(T,). 
Case 2. If x = x, y = w and [v] C [p], then T, = TX,,,-,T,,,,(,+,) 
is in G( TJ by case 1. 
Case 3. In general, we choose u in S,(L) with ux = z and uy = w, then 
T, = uT~,~,~u-~ in G(T,). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let {x, y} be two i-pure vectors with [xy] = si and 
L=L,I *a* 1 Lt be a canonical splitting with x, y E Li . Let u = T,,,,,T,,,, 
in S,(L) with o(u) = g. Then G(u) contains all (i, j)-pure transvections with 
orders <g. In particular ;f z = Ck=, q,,z,,, and w = ~~=,jlrnwrn , where z, 
and w, are maximal vectors in L, A <x, y)O. Then G(u) contains all (i, j)-pure 
transvections T, , z, , arnll and T, , We , &v for m = l,..., t. 
Proof. (1) First we show that T,,,,, and T,,,,, are in G(o). Let 
y = (xy)-l. Since dimLi > 6 we may choose an i-pure vector v in x, ya 
with vz = 0 = VW. Define T = T,,,,, . Then p = &TUT-l = T,,,,, E 
G(Y). Now the assertion follows from 7.1. 
(2) T,,,,,m, and T,,Wm,e,V are in G(u) for m = l,..., t. Choose an 
m-pure vector Z,’ E (x, y>a with [zmzn’] = s,,@. Let E be any unit with 
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E f 1 (mod ~0) and choose T E S,(L) with T(z,) = EZ,,, and T /(zm , z,)O = 
identity. Then 
p=T z.JT~.z.--IIT-l = Tw,,uu,(l-r) E W-4. 
Now the result follows from 7.1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let T = 7y,W in S,(L). Then G(T) contains all pure trans- 
vections 7z,y with v E $B. 
Proof. We divide the proof into four steps. 
Step 1. If v = t&, where ~11 E U, there exists, by 2.1, a u E S,(L) with 
uy = OIZ, thus r Z.” = my,p -l E G(a). 
Step 2. If Y = ~O(CL, where OL E U with (11 f -&l (mod A), then 
T.Z.” = ~~.~((~+~p-~.-,~) in G(T) by step 1 and (5.7). 
Step 3. If v = 2q~, where a: E 0, we may choose /3 E U with 
j3 $ fl (mod ~0) and j? - 01 + 6 (mod TO), then TV,” = Tz,2u(e-(e-o)) in 
G(T) by step 2 and (5.7). 
Step 4. If v = 01~t.~ where LYE ~0, then T,,, = T,,,((l+a)a-l-2m) in G(o) 
by Step 1, 3 and (5.7). 
We have shown that G(a) contains all i-pure transvections T,,, with 
v E O2 u 20. Since the additive semigroup generated by O2 U 20 is 9. Hence 
the lemma is done. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let {x, y} be two i-pure vectors with [xy] = si . Let T = T~,~T~,~ 
with Tz,+ and TV,” being in S,(L). Then G(T) contains Tz+ and TV,” . 
Proof. Since dimLi > 4, we may choose two i-pure vectors z, w in 
(x, y)” with zw = xy. There exists, by 6.2, some p1 in S,(L) with p,(y) = 
y + w and pi(x) = x. Thus Tl = p,Tp-l = T~,~T~+~,~ in G(T). Choose p2 
in S,(L) with p2(y + CO) = y + w and p(x) = z. Then T, = p2Tg;’ = 
T~,~T~+~,~ in G(T). Let T3 = TIT;’ = T~+T~,-~ in G(T). Since (x, y) and 
(z, OJ) are two orthogonal planes, we are able to choose, for a unit OL + &l 
(mod TO), some o in S,(L) with (TX = 0~: and uz = z. We consider T4 = 
T;%sT@ = T,,,(l-or) in G(T). By 7.3, G(T) contains T,,2uD for j3 in 20. 
Hence ~,,,(~+~)a = T~,u(14)+2u(~+aq in G(T). By 7.3 again, TV,@ is in G(T). 
It follows easily that Tysv = T=,-~T is in G(T). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.5. Let a, b be in 6 with 1 a 1 > 1 b 1 and ord(a) = ord(b) be odd. 
Then a9 + b9 contains the ideal b&O. Specially if [a] = [rb], then 
a9 + b9 = a0. 
Proof. Let c E b+U. Since char k = 2, it follows from the assumption 
that there exists some cr E a9 with c - cr E bO. By the same reason, there 
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exists some ce E bg with c - cr - cs E b~0. Repeat this for v = ord 2 + 1 
times, we get c - CI=‘=, ci E 2b0, where ci is in a9 + b.9 for i = l,..., y. 
It is done. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let {x, y} be a pair of i-pure vectors which splits L and let 
o E S,(L) with ox = CYX + /3y, where 01 E U. Then G(u) contains all i-pure 
transvections rgeT with r(xy) E [a2 - I] u [/?I u ~$39. 
Proof. (1) First we show that if r E c&9 then ~~,r E G(u). Let p = (xy)-l. 
By direct computation one may write 
*=7 %--~fJu-'~3e.a T f (4p9 x.w,b (z,v) where a, b E oii(o)s;‘, 
w E (x, y)O and p E S,(L) with p 1 ( , y) = identity. 
Let c be an arbitrary unit. We use fC instead of ft&c). Let 
a1 = 7 v,rrea-l(fcfel~-l)~~,-~en-l 
7 ~."Ba-~~l-c~~Tz.a' T z,w,b’ G(u)- 




= Tu T-I*--’ z T 
1 1 Y,uSa-l(l-c2)~3c+Y.~~~-~(~~-l) E G(u). 
Now the first assertion follows from 7.3 and 7.4. 
(2) We show that if y E [a2 - l] s;’ then Tz,y E G(U). By (l), o1 = 
7 y,uBo-l E G(u). It is easy to see ul(x) = cux. For any c E V let 
-1 -1 ‘J2 = U1T2 eu*l 7% e = T ..(u*-l)cu E WJ). 
It is done by 7.3. 
(3) We show that if rsi E [p”] then Tz,r E G(u). Rewrite 
*x = (a - Bc)x + S(y + cx> 
for any c E 0 with a! - /% E l.J. By (1) TV, E G(u) and so TV,-&, E G(u). 
We are done by 7.4. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.7. Let x, y, x be i-pure vectors with [xy] = s,O and z E (x, y)O. 
Then G( T,,,,,) contains all i-transvections Tw,I with r E [AZ] si . 
Proof. By (5.12) and 7.1, 
Tz,A%ar) = T T T Z.Z*Ul ~.Z.UA z+Y,z.-ul E G(Tm.A) 
for all p E 0. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 7.8. Let T = rz,? be an i-transvections. Then G(T) contains all 
(i, i)-transoections TV,,,, with Y E [A]. 
Proof. By (5.13), TV,,,, = T~,+,T~,..+,T~+~,~ E G(T). Result now follows 
from 7.1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.9. Let x, y be two i-pure vectors which splits L. Let u E S,(L) 
with [(ux) * y] = si and d(u) = (ai). Let h be the add&we subgroup generated 
by [(x . y)” (x * y)-” - l] s;l, [(ux + x)” (~y)-~] and (ux . x)(ux . y)(xy)-3% 
Let (u - q) x *L”j = gjsj , for allj = l,..., t. Then G(u) contains all i-trans- 
vections 7 z,,withr E h and all(i, j)-trunsvectim Twith o,(T) Cg$, j = I,..., t. 
Proof. Let L = L, 1 ... 1 L, be a Jordan splitting with x, y E Li . Let 
p = (zy)-‘. We write ux = ax + by + &, c,z, , where a E U, cj ggj and 
z, is a maximal vector in Li n (x, y)O for j = l,..., t. In order to show the 
second assertion, it suffices to show that G(u) contains all (i, j)-transvections 
T .z. c.p by 7.4. Y, 3, 3 
Let z = xi-, cjzj . We consider ui = UTz,uU-1T2,u-1 = T0z,uT2,-p in G(U). 
We choose a j-pure vector wj in Li n (x, y)O such that {zi , wj} splits Li and 
yil = xjwj for j = l,..., t. It is easy to see that a&) = zj and q(q) = 
wj + ~(ux . c+) ux = wj - (c~3/iic,) ux. For a fixed j, a, can be rewritten as 
u1 = T ~joz2.--PC, *, 7, -+,, , where ps 1 (z~ , wi) = identity. Let E be a unit 
with E f 1 (mod x0). We consider 
Tj = f{z,.w,,(d u~f+,,,(+’ 0;’ = Tzj.er,u+) ~z,,,q(l-r*) 
in G(u). Let a2 be the mapping which send x toy, y to x, and u2 1 (x, y)O = 
identity. We consider Tj’ = u~T+J;%;~ = T z,.ou+bz.@--s) T z,.oz+bv.rc,k-l) ln 
G(U). It follows from the proof of 7.5, TZ,,aZ+by,pC,(C--l) is in G(u). The second 
assertion now follows from 7.4. 
The first assertion follows from the second one, 7.6 and 7.7. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7.10. Let (T E S,(L) with O(U) = g. Then G(U) contains 
T(g) w4 
Proof. Apply 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9. Q.E.D. 
8. DETERMINATION OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
Let B = {xi} and B’ = {xi} be two canonical basis ofL. Let OL = (0~~ ,..., at) 
be a t-tuple of units. We use P, , P,’ instead of P&a), PB’(~), respectively. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let 01 = (0~~ ,.,., OLJ be a t-tuple of units and let P, E GS,(g). 
Then Pa’x”(x) - x E IldiGt (c$ - 1) L*i for all x in L. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that P,‘Pi’(xj’) - x,’ E lI(i~t ($ - 1) LQ 
for all basic vectors uj’ in 9’. Write xi’ as linear combination of @. Then it is 
easy to see that Pol’(xj’) = P,(xj’)(mod llGiGt (q - ar~l) L8*). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let 01 = (01~ ,..., c+) be a t-tuple of units and let P, E GA’,(g). 
Then Pa’Pil is in the subgroup generated by T(g) and all i-pure transvections 
7z,y with y E [oli2 - l] for i = I,..., t. 
Proof. It follows from 8.1 and the proof of 7.9. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let g be a tableau. Then 
Proof. .R(g) C ES,(g) follows from 6.4 and 8.2. 
We try to show that 52(g) 3_ ES,(g). By 7.10, 52(g) > T(g) N&)(g)). Let 
{x, y} be two i-pure vectors with p-r = xy, where b-7 = s, . Let b be in 
gii which is going to be determined later. Let u E S,(L) with z = ux E (x, y)O. 
We consider T = UT~,~~U-%~,-~~ = 7Z,ub7r,--p0 E 52(g). It is easy to see that 
T(Y) = y - bx. By 7.6, Q(g) contains all i-transvections T~,~ with y E bug. 
Since b can be chosen arbitrarily in gii . Hence IR(g) contains all 
i-transvections 70,v with y Egiisil for i = l,..., t. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let G be a subgroup of S,(L) with o(G) = g. Then G is a 
normal subgroup of S,(L) ;f and only if G contains T(g) N(G). 
Proof. Necessity follows from 7.10. 
Sufficiency follows from (5.3), (5.8), 7.3, and 8.2. Q.E.D. 
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